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Measuring Apps’ Privacy-Friendliness
Introducing Transparency to Apps’ Data Access Behavior

Nurul Momen

Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
Karlstad University

Abstract
Mobile apps brought unprecedented convenience to everyday life, and nowa-
days, hardly any interactive service exists without having an interface through
an app. The rich functionalities of apps rely on the pervasive capabilities of the
mobile device, such as its cameras and other types of sensors. Consequently,
apps generate a diverse and large amount of data, which can often be deemed
as privacy-sensitive data. As the mobile device is also equipped with several
means to transmit the collected data, such as WiFi and 4G, it brings further
concerns about individuals’ privacy.

Even though mobile operating systems use access control mechanisms to
guard system resources and sensors, apps exercise their granted privileges in
an opaque manner. Depending on the type of privilege, apps require explicit
approval from the user in order to acquire access to them through permissions.
Nonetheless, granting permission does not put constraints on the access fre-
quency. Granted privileges allow the app to access users’ personal data for
a long period of time, typically until the user explicitly revokes the access.
Furthermore, available control tools lack monitoring features, and therefore,
the user faces hindrances to comprehend the magnitude of personal data access.
Such circumstances can erode intervenability from the interface of the phone,
lead to incomprehensible handling of personal data, and thus, create privacy
risks for the user.

This thesis covers a long-term investigation of apps’ data access behavior
and makes an effort to shed light on various privacy implications. It also shows
that app behavior analysis yields information that has the potential to increase
transparency, to enhance privacy protection, to raise awareness regarding
consequences of data disclosure, and to assist the user in informed decision-
making while selecting apps or services. We introduce models, methods, and
demonstrate the data disclosure risks with experimental results. Finally, we
show how to communicate privacy risks through the user interface by taking
the results of app behavior analyses into account.

Keywords: Mobile Apps, User data, Transparency, Privacy, Data protection
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Prologue
I personally believe that an overarching perspective of a research project is
owed to the audience beyond academia. This section is the popular science
summary of the thesis research project for non-specialist audiences.

I could not agree more with the fact that the smartphone apps have in-
troduced numerous and unprecedented conveniences to the user. Over time,
we have become habituated with turning to mobile device to find answers,
suggestions, or probable solutions to everyday needs. As I try to carry on
living in this modern society with a non-smart phone, I have to admit that I
struggle to cope up with the everyday needs that are entangled with apps, for
instance, mobile bank ID for logging in securely to the bank account. What is
it that we ought to sacrifice for the sake of the greater good?

At the beginning, a freemium1 approach was adopted within the mobile
app ecosystem that required payment for premium service over free one. Then
the nut of behavioral surplus2 was cracked [11], and the genie of big data began
to take over all the other advertising aspects of traditional business entities [26].
Now, our precious time has become the raw material for an economy that is
elusive to many [149].

Apps are designed and developed to seek attention from us, recurrently.
Can we not just ignore the device? Perhaps the answer is yes, even though
it is a ‘no’ for myself due to having weak control over facing intimidation.
However, apps do not ignore the user, not even for a narrow window of time
interval. They collect data about users’ surroundings that contribute to propel
the data-driven economy. This data collection is so extensive that it is very
difficult not to be worried about invasion of my private space, if not impossible.
But how can I be so sure about apps’ excessive data collection?

I guess, you have already figured it out by now that I happened to be an
enthusiast about apps. So, I began to look into the underlying mechanism that
allows the app to access user data. In other words, I wanted to find out what
happens after the user provides consent by pressing Allow or Accept button to
grant access to personal data.

I often faced a hard time to explain the problem to the audience, and to
some extent, even to myself. In the early stage of my research, I found myself
ill-equipped with respect to the eloquent skill of communicating science. As a
naive opportunist, I opted out for metaphors and other nuances to construct
an explanation. I would like to explain the problem with one of them:

1Freemium - Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Freemium&
oldid=964859444. [Accessed: 2020-07-02]

2Behavioral surplus: predictive information about user behavior that is derived from machine
intelligence algorithms, which use cumulative data generated from a ubiquitous environment.
Hence, human voices, personalities, and emotions can be used in targeted advertising through
intervening in the state of play in order to nudge, coax, tune, and herd behavior toward profitable
outcomes [149].
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Let’s say, there are apps to wash hands, hypothetically of course. I
open the app store and choose an appropriate one for myself. Upon
installation, I run it for the very first use and it shows me an interface
telling—‘Permission required to accessWater.’ It seems like a legitimate
request to me and I press the button—Allow. Consequently, I use the
app to wash my hands and afterwards, I put the phone back into my
pocket.

Wait a second, did I revoke the permission to access water? Is the
water still running?

Though the user leaves the data tap—permission open to hundreds of
services in the current context, the means to monitor and to observe privacy-
intrusive data collection remain absent. I kept wondering about addressing
the problem from the other end: would it not be convenient for the apps to
just respect user privacy? Why do we, the users, need to calculate the trade-off
between convenience and privacy? Would it matter if the apps access more
data than needed? I think, it is a bigger problem than we can anticipate at
this moment, because some anomalies can already be noticed that threaten
traditional institutions with individual profiling [63]. Currently, at the time
of writing this manuscript, the dilemma is even more prominent regarding the
contact tracing apps to monitor the spread of a global pandemic.

I am not an economist, but certainly there is a concern for the “traditional
economy” that we used to have in the good old day. Companies claim private
human experience to be a source of free raw materials–that is, behavioral data,
which they can and may process by advanced computational techniques to
create predictions of our behavior, predictions of what we will do now, soon
and later [45]. These derived predictions are then sold to other business entities,
which often have regular businesses and they use the new information as a
competitive advantage [17]. However, they still buy and sell tangible goods or
services—things that you can hold onto, or use/experience/feel. They purchase
raw materials, process or produce products as well as services, making sure
of the transport and marketing of products, pay taxes and salaries to their
employees, so on and so forth. At the end of the day, they can make a few
bucks that we call revenues.

Here is an observation to think about: data harvesting companies do not
pay for user data, it gets generated as the users carry on with their daily life
in this pervasive world [45]. So, their cost for raw material is zero. They
do not need to produce their product, i.e., information, it is being derived
by running algorithms with a bare-bone minimum cost. They employ a
significantly small and highly educated workforce that can leverage the power
of a massive capital-intensive infrastructure—compared to traditional business
entities with similar equity, the ratio between Facebook and General Motors
is 1:40 [149]. However, these companies are earning money and the amount is
just staggering—behavioral surplus had produced a stunning 3590% increase in
revenue in less than four years for Google [108].

The world’s richest companies have significantly low number of employees.
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Does it matter? Yes, it does. These companies can and are spending their wealth
behind tangible goods and services, which prompts inequalities. Especially
now, during the time of a global pandemic, all those small, medium, and even
some of the large companies will not be able to survive [137]. Their enterprises
cannot carry on while being compelled to go through an indefinite hibernation.
In contrary, the big-data companies have this luxury—their low maintenance
cost is allowing them to thrive even during a global shut-down state. They will
also be able to buy out the little ones—as a ‘favor’ of course. We will be living
in a monopolized economy. The question is: Are we ready to accept such
inequality within society? Or, are we doing so already without even realizing
it?

This thesis makes a mere effort to introduce control over one of the data-
leaking faucets that can contribute immensely to generate behavioral surplus.
It addresses the problem about privacy implication originated from the apps’
data access potential. Our research includes empirical studies, app-behavior
analyses, visualizing privacy implications, and introducing methods to quantify
and to communicate corresponding privacy risks to the user. We hope that
this work will contribute to bringing transparency within the ecosystem of
apps and thus, encouraging fairness and equality.
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“All human beings have three lives: public, private, and
secret.”

— Gabriel García Márquez,
Gabriel García Márquez: a Life
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1 Introduction
Arguably, a mobile phone is almost the perfect monitoring device that human
beings carry along. At one end, we have a powerful device capable of knowing
almost everything about a user, and at other end, this device is connected to
several hundreds of different entities. So, a user’s privacy protection mostly
relies on the mobile device’s ability to guard the data while keeping all the
functionalities uninterrupted. Much of the exertion is devoted for the second
purpose while privacy awaits the mercy of the service provider. Though
control tools are provided within the settings interface of an operating system,
the users face hindrances due to their fuzzy perception of the process and
absence of adequate information about apps’ privacy implications [2]. This
thesis addresses the challenges to quantify, to document, and to communicate
apps’ privacy-friendliness. So, what do we mean by apps’ privacy-friendliness?

A proper definition for privacy has been hard to come by, at least the one
that is being addressed in this thesis. The Oxford dictionary defines privacy as
“a state in which one is not observed or disturbed by other people” [89]. We
could also take the “right to be let alone” as the definition of privacy byWarren
and Brandeis [131], but the context of this thesis suits well with the definition
provided byWestin back in 1967: “Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups and
institutions to determine for themselves, when, how and to what extent information
about them is communicated to others” [134]. Here, one can correlate the context
of this thesis with the significance of the individual right to control visibility
of personal information, and associated difficulty to do so successfully, due to
variable perceptions and preferences.

Compared to the aforementioned definitions, we would like to take an
inverse route to define privacy-friendliness. Let us consider that the violation
of privacy is the opposite of privacy-friendliness. However, the violation of
privacy is rather debatable because of the fact that it is a subjective concept.
Besides self-judgment, there are several other reasons behind diverse concepts
of privacy violation; such as geography, culture, and law. It compels us to lean
onto the legal framework and definitions found in literature. In the context
of data protection, Solove described violation as an array of harmful activities
and placed them into four different categories: 1) information collection, 2)
information processing, 3) information dissemination, and 4) invasion [112].
Though ‘invasion’ is the most common form to express privacy violation, the
rest of the forms are equally, if not more important for information privacy
protection. Solove argues that collection, processing, and dissemination of
information increase the likelihood of potential invasion. For example, the
location of a secret army base was exposed in early 2018 from an unlikely
source—soldiers used the fitness tracking app Strava which was responsible for
chronologically collecting, processing, and disseminating user data that conse-
quently resulted into invasion3. Hence, considering the other way around, if

3Fitness tracking app Strava gives away location of secret US army bases: https:
//www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/28/fitness-tracking-app-gives-away-
location-of-secret-us-army-bases. [Accessed: 2020-07-05]
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an event (originated from an app) is less likely to cause any of the four forms
of privacy violation, we can adjudicate the app as privacy-friendly.

The first half of the thesis title—Measuring Apps is about measurement.
How do we measure if an app is privacy-friendly, or not? Due to the fact that
data collection is responsible behind consequential escalation of the other three
forms of privacy violation, this thesis focuses on the measurement of apps’
data access behavior and its corresponding privacy implications. We consider
several aspects within our measurement criteria: (i) both static and dynamic
methods (by analyzing the app-code and by monitoring the app during run-
time, respectively), (ii) potential to contrive partial identities, (iii) regulatory
compliance, and (iv) identified threats from user review analysis.

What could be done with the measurement data? The secondary part of
the title was added to indicate the purpose of the measured data—introducing
transparency to apps’ data access behavior. Here, our research is focused on
bringing transparent app-behavior analysis into the context of personal data
privacy. During the final phase of our research, we concentrated on communi-
cating the measurement-yielded privacy risks to the user in both ex-ante and
ex-post scenarios [84]. First, our research effort includes addressing the ex-ante
scenario by aiding the user with visual cues about privacy risks prior to the
selection of an app. Second, we introduce a method and a prototype to enable
the user to intervene in ex-post scenario with an indecisive state of consent.

This thesis stands on three complementing pillars: (a) measurement, (b)
conception, and (c) communication of privacy risks associated with apps’ data
access behavior. To achieve comprehensiveness and clarity, these three concepts
are not discussed in strict isolation from each other throughout this thesis.

1.1 Research Questions
Variable context, abstraction and complexity, cultural relativity, individual
preference, tolerance threshold, and diverse adversaries make privacy undeni-
ably challenging to protect. This thesis makes an effort to provide transparency
about apps’ data access while trying to ease the users’ remorse with privacy.
It aims at taking a closer look on the trend to collect more user information
than needed by apps [4]. In other words, the goal is to measure privacy-
friendly/invasive nature of apps through introducing tools and methods for
unearthing some of the risks and consequences. This could allow the user to be
aware of app’s data harvesting nature which would help them to understand the
potential harm and to make informed decisions. The following two research
questions are addressed in this thesis:

1. How can we identify, measure, and conceptualize the privacy risks caused
by the apps’ data access behavior on Android devices?
Mobile app users trade their data for service usage in opaque ways. Ac-
cessibility to user data faces the constraints from the access control
mechanism—permissions. Nonetheless, approval from the user for sensi-
tive information is required once (during the first use of the correspond-
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ing feature), and it provides a carte-blanche4–white-card privilege for an
app. Though the user has the option to revoke granted permissions,
the absence of monitoring tools and unexpected consequences such as
service exclusion, or malfunctions may cause hindrances [4, 38, 126].
In 2015, the permission model in the Android operating system was
changed to improve the user experience by introducing API 23 in Marsh-
mallow (Android 6.0)5. Instead of asking the user to consent for all the
required privileges prior to installation (accept or leave situation), per-
missions are granted during run-time—once the corresponding feature is
used for the first time. So, one could argue that permissions are granted
at run-time, are revocable and thus, users’ remorse is mitigated. Hence,
we take on the challenges to hypothesize, to investigate, to conduct data
collection campaigns, and to document apps’ privacy-invasive behavior
in the present context. Furthermore, we design and develop methods to
conceptualize the privacy risks with measurable parameters. Paper I–V
are appended in this thesis to address this research question, as depicted
in Figure 1.

2. How can we communicate the privilege-induced privacy risks to the user?
It has been found as a challenging task in the literature to communicate
privacy-risks in an effective manner (see Section 2.2.2). This thesis ad-
dresses this question in two phases (P4 and P5), as shown in Figure 1.
First, we study the feasibility of an ex-ante privacy cue to aid the user
in making informed decisions prior to app installation (Paper VI ). Sec-
ond, we investigate the possibility to introduce an intermediate state
of decision making that could facilitate intervenability based on apps’
evaluation in an ex-post scenario (Paper VII ).

1.2 Thesis Structure
This introductory summary describes the course of our research project. In
the following sections, we discuss the background relevant to the research
questions, explain our choice of methods and how they relate to other research,
show examples, and brief insights from our contributions. We relate the hy-
potheses, the research activities, and results to the appended collection of seven
peer-reviewed articles in the area of Transparency Enhancing Tools (TETs),
Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs), and Human Computer Interaction
(HCI). Figure 2 presents a graphical overview of this thesis that illustrates the
corresponding research activities to address the research questions (RQ1–RQ2),
research phases (P1–P5), and included papers (Paper I–Paper VII). Primarily,
research phases (P1 and P3) were focused on literature study, hypothesis for-
mulation and validation, and building tools and the laboratory setup. Model

4Carte-blanche: full discretionary power (Merriam-Webster dictionary, Retrieved: 2020-06-12)
5https://developer.android.com/about/versions/marshmallow/android-6.0-

changes.html; [Accessed: 2020-06-11]
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RQ1: How can we identify, measure, and
conceptualize the privacy risks caused by the

apps' data access behavior on Android devices?

P1

RQ2: How can we communicate
the privilege-induced privacy risks to the user?

Paper I Paper II Paper III Paper IV Paper V Paper VI Paper VII

P2 P3 P4 P5

Figure 1: An overview of the thesis, showing correlation among research
questions (RQ1–RQ2), research phases (P1–P5), and corresponding publications
(Paper I – Paper VII).

development, conducting controlled experiments, and running data collection
campaigns were carried out during the secondary research phases (P2, P3, P4).
My Licentiate thesis6 was published concurrently with P1 and P2, as indicated
in Figure 2. During the final research phases (P4 and P5), we concentrated on
designing and developing means to communicate privacy risks to the user.

The rest of this introductory summary is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the technical background and related work for the research presented
in this thesis. The research methods and the limitations of our approach are
elaborated in Section 3. The main contributions of this work are discussed
in Section 4. Section 5 presents the brief summaries of the included papers.
Finally, a discussion containing concluding remarks and future work ends this
introductory summary in Section 6.

2 Background and Related Work
In this section, we discuss the technical as well as scientific background of the
research area. First, a brief introduction of the technical area is described: the
access control model in AndroidOS—a Linux basedmobileOS. This is required
to define the problems, to formulate the research questions and to present the
arguments for our approach. Second, a discussion of the related literature is
presented. Finally, the result from a literature mapping study [25, 28, 144] in
the research area of mobile app privacy is presented to discuss recent works
published during the duration of our research project.

6This doctoral thesis presents research that has been extended from my Licentiate thesis
published in 2018 [82]. Thus, some of the research descriptions can be found as overlapping
material.
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2.1 Technical Background
There are several Unix based operating systems available for mobile devices, for
example: iOS, Tizen, LineageOS, Android, and Firefox OS. Due to larger user
base, project feasibility, and open-source nature of the platform, our research
is concentrated on the Android OS. Moreover, it is the most prevalent mobile
OS and hence, results would have a large impact. Here, we provide a short
description of Android and common terminologies related to its access control
model.

2.1.1 The Android Operating System

The Android Open Source Project (AOSP)7 was launched by Android Inc.,
which was later acquired by Google in 2005. It is a software stack which
supports a wide range of mobile devices. Android runs on a customized Linux
kernel which is responsible for running the basic drivers and components (dis-
play, audio, binder, etc.). Collectively, these perform the role of a foundation
for the Dalvik virtual machine, providing a run-time and native libraries. A
tertiary layer, named the application framework, is responsible for accommo-
dating the apps. Each of the installed apps remains virtually isolated in their
own sandboxes and they get access to system resources (memory, sensors, etc.)
through permission-based access control mechanism.

2.1.2 Permission Types, Manifest and API

In Android, apps can request access to the device’s resources through per-
missions. Depending on the resource types, consent from users is required.
Android defines three types of permissions8: normal, dangerous, and signature.
Normal level permissions allow access to resources that are considered low-risk,
and they are granted during the installation of any package requesting them, e.g.,
ACCESS_WIFI_STATE allows apps to access information about Wi-Fi networks.
The dangerous level permissions grant access to resources that are considered to
be high-risk, e.g., ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION allows an app to access precise lo-
cation. In this case, the user must provide explicit consent to grant permission.
So-called signature level permissions are granted at install time, but only when
the app that attempts to use a permission is signed by the same certificate as the
app that defines the permission, e.g., REQUEST_INSTALL_PACKAGES allows an
application to request installing packages.

Every app has an AndroidManifest.xml file within the app-code that
contains information about that particular app (e.g., its name, author, icon,
and description) and required permissions that grant access to data such as call
logs, contact lists, or location on smartphones. It helps the reviewers as well as
users to be informed and to be aware of data access potential of that particular

7https://source.android.com. [Accessed: 2020-06-12]
8https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/permissions/overview. [Ac-

cessed: 2020-05-28]
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app. The following pseudo-code shows the definition of a permission request
in a sample manifest file:

1 <!--access request to location by an app -->
2 <manifest xmlns:android =" http: // example . website .com/apps/

android " package ="com. website . example ">
3 <uses - permission android:name =" android . permission .

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION "/>
4 <application ... >
5 ...
6 </ application >
7 </ manifest >

An Application Programming Interface (API) can be defined as a collection
of features and rules which facilitates the communication between the software
modules. In the context of this thesis, it can be defined as the responsible entity
for guarding the access and interaction with the device hardware, for example,
storage/memory.

2.1.3 Problem Definition: Technical Context

The permission-based access control architecture of Android is placed to guard
user data and sensors. Approval from the user for granting a dangerous per-
mission is required during the first use of the app. As the users possess limited
knowledge about the magnitude of apps’ data access potential, it is difficult for
them to perceive the consequence of granting access, and assess the risk [2].
Moreover, information is hardly available about usage of permissions that are
allowed access to resources. So, a carte-blanche or white-card privilege to the
available system resource is given to the app that leaves access decisions about
sensitive personal data to arbitrary programs and services. This is a problem
for the user (data subject), who suffers from the lack of appropriate monitoring
tools in order to support the re-assessment of decisions made earlier [3]. We
argue that permission usage data has the potential to reveal apps’ behavior and
thus, can assist the user in making informed decisions.

2.2 Related Work
Android’s access control model has been a popular subject to study because
of its vast user base, good coverage over a variety of devices and open source
platforms. This section provides the highlights of some key-related works.

Prior to my Licentiate thesis [82], we explored the significant research effort
behind malware classifications conducted through static [7, 36, 41, 76, 141, 148],
dynamic [6, 10, 13, 16, 33, 66, 109, 115, 140, 147], and hybrid analyses [46, 69,
123, 133]. In general, these works can be viewed as systematic and technically
burdensome approaches, because they require a considerable amount of An-
droid middle-ware and kernel modifications. Hence, these approaches face
adaptability and usability challenges for both developers and users. However,
understanding these approaches to segregate benign and malicious apps was
crucial to us for deciding upon a dynamic and user-centric approach. Though
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our work can be placed within dynamic analysis category for monitoring apps,
it does not address the problem to separate benign apps from the malicious
ones. It hypothetically sees user data as currency and tries to evaluate apps
based on their consumption or cost for delivering services. Hence, we consider
only the benign9 apps that are available in the app store for the app behavior
analysis to evaluate their privacy-friendliness.

2.2.1 App-behavior Analysis

Questions concerning the frequency of resource access by mobile apps are also
asked by several researchers in independent studies [4, 38, 126]. Almuhimedi
et al. show that data on the frequency of access can encourage users towards
privacy-preserving behavior [4]. They introduced a method to warn the user
in the form of nudging about the potential implication in order to encourage
privacy-preserving behavior. Franzen and Aspinal introduced a policy-based
resource usage mechanism for JavaScript apps developed within the PhoneGap
framework [38]. The frequency of resource access question is also addressed
by Kleek et al. who introduced a prototype with data controller indicators
against apps’ data sharing practices, in order to help the users to make informed
decisions [126]. Hatamian et al. introduced FAIR with a similar objective
to ours [53]. They proposed a method based on fuzzy logic to determine a
risk score for apps. FAIR can serve a similar purpose which is to provide a
post-installation opportunity to judge installed apps based on their resource
access efforts.

SecuRank was presented by Taylor et al., which identified 3400 potentially
over-privileged apps [119]. It is able to warn the user in advance regarding
permission-hungry apps and offer an alternative option which can serve similar
needs. Recently (in 2020), Cai and Ryder published a longitudinal study on
app’s evolutionary structure [18]. However, both of these approaches are
concerned with static structure and changes of the app, and they do not cover
the resource access efforts made by the apps during run-time. Hence, apps’ real-
time permission access efforts and their corresponding privacy implications
remain unexplored in these research efforts.

Another research direction presents a way to compel the apps to follow
a policy. Jeon et al. presented a combination of tools (RefineDroid, Dr.
Android and Mr. Hide) to enforce fine-grained permissions [60]. Wang et al.
introduced DeepDroid to assist enterprises to implement customized policies
[130]. Hammad et al. presented the extensive violation of the principle of least
privilege (PoLP) withinAndroid ecosystem [48]. They developedDELDROID
and their work introduced a method to detect and enforce the least privilege
principle during run-time.

Aligning with these related works, we focused on a long term app behavior
analysis using both static and dynamic approaches. Moreover, we took other
perspectives (e.g., user review and privacy policy) into consideration and

9We cannot guarantee that they are all benign, but they are very unlikely to be malware.
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correlated them with the app-behavior analyses. Our app-behavior analyses
are presented in Paper I–Paper V.

2.2.2 Responsibility of Awareness

Unawareness of app developers was held responsible by some studies for de-
signing and developing of permission hungry apps [79, 91, 132]. Marky et al.
introduced design principles of privacy friendly app development [79]. Peng et
al. emphasized on the importance of developers’ awareness during app devel-
opment, and recommended the notion of risk score development to diminish
exposure of sensitive information [91]. Though today’s apps are coming with
increasingly rich functionalities, privacy-aware app-development practice is
absent. Two studies have shown the insights for the evolution of permission
usage, and their investigations indicate the growth of over-privileged apps that
ask for more dangerous permissions [121, 132]. In the recent past, a reduction
of dangerous permission request was observed in our research, which was
influenced by the regulatory shift in Europe [83].

Users’ unawareness is well documented in many studies [9, 62, 64, 80, 99].
Reluctance and lack of awareness about granting access to personal information
are also found in the user study and user-review analysis conducted by us, which
is presented in Paper VI and in Paper IV, respectively. Paranoid behavior was
also observed among the over-concerned users [110]. Diverse preferences make
the problem difficult to solve and it was identified earlier by Lin et al. [72] and
by Mylonas et al. [85]. Thus, crowd-sourcing user preference and expectations
can be considered as a prerequisite and essential parameter to design solutions
for raising awareness about apps’ privacy-friendliness.

2.3 Literature Mapping Study
This section is intended to offer an overview of recently published related
works. Here, we present results from a literature mapping study [25, 28, 144]
in the research area of mobile app privacy. We also present categorizations of
search results illustrating research topics’ development, with liberal citations
from the literature and a manageable bibliography.

2.3.1 Method of Mapping Study

In the following, we describe the mapping study process that includes the
choice of databases, construction of search queries, inclusion-exclusion criteria,
and contribution-wise categorization. Figure 3 presents an the overview of
systematic literature mapping methodology. Table 3, 4, and 5 present the list
of resulted articles along with their contributions’ targeted sub-domain.

Database Selection: Due to our overarching goal for the PhD project, we
narrowed down the scope of the literature search within the technological
focus of the research topic, which also intersects with the regulatory aspects
and with the human factors. Thus we decided to limit the scope of literature
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Table 1: Inclusion Criteria (IC) of the literature mapping study.

ICs Description
IC1 Technical aspect could include risk identification
IC2 Technical aspect could include over-privilege issues of Android apps
IC3 Technical aspect could include solution proposal to address a certain

vulnerability
IC4 Regulatory aspect could reflect upon the corresponding privacy pol-

icy document and/or requirement posed by the authority on apps’
obligation to address individual’s privacy protection

IC5 User related issues could include analysis of user reviews
IC6 User related issues could include studies documenting user perceptions

about apps’ privacy implications
IC7 User related issues could include usability aspects of privacy concerns

originating from apps

search within three technology-focused databases: (a) Springer Link, (b) IEEE
Xplore, and (c) ACM Digital Library.

Inclusion Criteria (IC): Records need to be related to the privacy implica-
tions of Android’s permission-based access control model. Furthermore, they
should address the API 23, or higher in order to take the run-time-permission-
structure into consideration. In the first review phase (title and abstract in-
spection), ‘privacy implications’ could include a form of violation from the
four levels as defined by the Solove’s taxonomy of privacy [27]. During the
second review phase (inspection of result, discussion and conclusion sections),
a record needs to meet at least one of the inclusion criteria from Table 1.

Exclusion Criteria (EC): The records should not address issues other than
the privacy implications caused by the permission-based access control model
in Android. Records should not address the permission-model in API 22
or lower. In the first review phase (title and abstract inspection), records
could be excluded due to lack of significant contributions. To be more precise,
short paper and poster need not be considered. In the second review phase
(inspection of result, discussion and conclusion sections), record could be
excluded if it addresses issues beyond privacy risks and/or security issues that
do not target benign apps. To be more precise, papers focusing on malware
detection and analysis need not be considered.

2.3.2 Survey Procedure

Table 2 demonstrates the gradual progress of the survey procedure. However,
some queries suffer from limited exposure to the meta data due to various
reasons as described below.

Springer Link: In order to improve the outcome of search query and to
achieve a manageable sample size, search query is applied with a limitation—it
should include records from two sub-categories provided by Springer Link:
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Table 2: Querying processes within the databases.

Search criteria Springer Link IEEE Xplore ACM Digital Library

Date of query execution 22 May 2020 04 May 2020 04 May 2020
Qspringer (((("All Metadata":android)

AND "All Metadata":app) AND
"All Metadata": permission)
AND "All Metadata":privacy)
FROM (Computer Science
(Information Systems Applica-
tions) AND (Systems and Data
Security))

- -

Q1 - (((("All Metadata":android)
AND "All Metadata":app) AND
"All Metadata":permission)
AND "All Metadata":privacy)

Abstract:(android) AND Ab-
stract:(permission) AND
Abstract:(privacy) AND Ab-
stract:(app) "filter": ACM
Content: DL

Q2 - ((("Abstract":app) AND "Ab-
stract":behavior) AND "Ab-
stract":privacy)

Abstract:(app) AND Ab-
stract:(behavior) AND Ab-
stract:(privacy) "filter": ACM
Content: DL

Papers found Qspringer = 93 Q1ieee = 156, Q2ieee =
75

Q1acm = 90, Q2acm =
125

Applying IC=5 years filter Qspringer−y5 = 73 Q1ieee−y5 =

112, Q2ieee−y5 = 55
Q1acm−y5 =

54, Q2acm−y5 = 82
Applying IC and EC for
Review one

Qspringer−y5−R1 =

25
Q1ieee−y5−R1 =

35, Q2ieee−y5−R1 =

16

Q1acm−y5−R1 =

23, Q2acm−y5−R1 =

13

Table 3: Papers found in Springer Link.

Record Year Technical issues Regulatory
issues

User related Comments
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Wettlaufer &
Simo [135]

2020 x x Assessing apps’ privacy impact

Liu & Simpson [75] 2020 x x User study on privacy preference
Hatamian et al. [52] 2019 x x x x User study on privacy preference
Alvarez et al. [5] 2019 x x Restriction on runtime permissions
Jayakumar et al. [59] 2019 x User survey on privacy concerns
Hatamian et al. [51] 2018 x x User survey on privacy concerns
Hossen & Mannan [55] 2018 x x App behavior analysis
Reinfelder et al. [98] 2018 x x User survey on runtime permissions
Lu et al. [77] 2018 x x Library and app analysis
Shu et al. [111] 2018 x x Execution footprint removal
Li et al. [70] 2018 x x Forecasting malicious behavior
Hatamian et al. [53] 2017 x x x App behavior analysis

Computer Science (Information Systems Applications), and Systems and Data
Security.

IEEE Xplore: The search queries were run on the total meta data and they
yielded a manageable data set. Hence, we did not require any special restriction
about limiting the exposure of the queries.

ACM Digital Library: In order to improve the outcome of search query
and to achieve a manageable sample size, search query is applied to the Titles
and Abstracts only.

2.3.3 Findings from the Literature Mapping Study

From this survey, we found 63 papers that were published during the last five
years and addressed the research topic from various perspectives, as illustrated
in Figure 3. IEEE Xplore is the highest contributor (33 papers) to the survey
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Table 4: Papers found in IEEE Xplore.

Record Year Technical issues Regulatory
issues

User related Comments
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Feng et al. [37] 2019 x x consistency checker
Yu et al. [142] 2016 x privacy policy checker
Yu et al. [143] 2018 x Mapping permissions to privacy policy
Nguyen et al. [87] 2019 x x User review analysis
Wang et al. [129] 2019 x x User review analysis
Scoccia et al. [107] 2019 x User review analysis
Peruma et al. [92] 2018 x User study
Rashidi et al. [95] 2018 x x Permission recommendation
Liu et al. [73] 2018 x x Permission recommendation
Fratantonio et al. [39] 2017 x Attack vector
Narain et al. [86] 2017 x Privilege escalation
Eling et al. [32] 2016 x User-awareness study
Gao et al. [42] 2020 x NLP-based permission recommendation
Scoccia et al. [106] 2019 x x Analysis of open source apps
Scoccia et al. [104] 2019 x Framework to offer granular permissions
Scoccia et al. [105] 2019 x x Documentation on permission mistakes
Momen et al. [83] 2019 x x x App behavior analysis
Hsu et al. [56] 2019 x x Dynamic control to block third party libraries
Gasparis et al. [43] 2019 x Granular permission control
Onik et al. [50] 2018 x Risk identification
Calciati et al. [19] 2018 x x Framework to identify changes in app-releases
Liu et al. [74] 2018 x x Discrepancy in permission rationale
Sadeghi et al. [100] 2018 x Temporary permission granting
Fu et al. [40] 2017 x x Permission control over third party libraries
Tang et al. [116] 2017 x Detection of over-privileged apps
Chester et al. [21] 2017 x Identifying permission gaps
Olejnik et al. [88] 2017 x Option to obfuscate in permission granting
Zhang et al. [146] 2019 x Attack surface: screen usage
Zhang et al. [145] 2017 x Contextual ICC checker
Li et al. [68] 2018 x Contextual protection for images
Kang et al. [61] 2020 x Location privacy through decoy deployment
Rashidi & Fung [94] 2020 x Generating risk notifications
Huang et al. [57] 2018 x x Privacy dark pattern

Table 5: Papers found in ACM Digital Library.

Record Year Technical issues Regulatory
issues

User related Comments
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Baalous & Poet [8] 2018 x x privacy policy checker
Gerber et al. [44] 2018 x Positive reinforcement to privacy-awareness
Jackson et al. [58] 2018 x Positive reinforcement to privacy-awareness
Wijesekera et al. [136] 2018 x x User study on privacy preference
Feichtner et al. [35] 2020 x x Mining awareness using deep learning
Raval et al. [96] 2019 x permission restriction plugins
Wang et al. [127] 2019 x evolution of Android ecosystem
Diamantaris et al. [30] 2019 x x granular run-time permission
Tang et al. [117] 2018 x x App behavior monitoring
Srivastava et al. [113] 2017 x camera permission: visual privacy leaks
Chitkara et al. [22] 2017 x Context aware location privacy
Taylor et al. [118] 2017 x Finding privacy-friendly option
Wang et al. [128] 2017 x Purpose specification of permissions
Taylor et al. [122] 2017 x Evaluation of apps’ update
Taylor et al. [120] 2016 x x Safeguarding contextual permissions
Xi et al. [139] 2019 x Purpose of GUI components
Sadeghi et al. [101] 2019 x GUI testing tool
Tromer & Schuster
[125]

2016 x Intra-app information flow

Table 6: Cumulative comparison of findings.

Databases Technical Regulatory User aspects
Risk identification Over privilege Solution Reviews Perception Usability

Springer Link 4 5 6 2 2 4 3
IEEE Xplore 15 5 12 4 3 5 3
ACM Digital Library 8 4 4 1 1 4 2
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Figure 4: Categorical distribution of papers found in literature mapping study.

result. Our search in ACM digital library and Springer Link yielded 18 and 12
papers, respectively. We also categorized the resulted papers according to their
research drive and contributions. Figure 4 shows the overall contribution-wise
analysis of papers found from this literature mapping study.

Due to having priority on the technology-focused publishing databases
and search terminologies, the majority of the papers found from the literature
mapping study are concentrated on the technical aspects; hence contributing
to identifying risks, over-privilege issues, and introducing solution proposals
to address corresponding privacy vulnerabilities. Due to having a very narrow
time-constraint (last five years), neither backward, nor forward snowballing
[138] yielded any additional unique publication.

Furthermore, a small volume of research works focusing on regulatory
aspects of privacy can be observed in Figure 4 and in Table 6. We acknowledge
the limitations that are caused due to finding fewer number of publications
focusing on the user-related issues (27 out of total 539 publications) and regula-
tory aspects (7 out of total 539 publications) of privacy implications.

The search result contained two papers that are included in this thesis: Paper
III and Paper IV. It should be noted that Paper VI and Paper VII were not avail-
able in the database at that time, Paper I did not meet the IC for being a short
paper, and Paper II and Paper V belong to a different database—Gesellschaft
für Informatik. In comparison with the resulted papers, we observe that our
research addresses the topic from various perspectives; namely technical, reg-
ulatory, and human factors. Hence, this thesis tries to bring these concepts
under the same umbrella and to address the research questions with a holistic
overview of the subject matter.

3 Research Methods
This thesis belongs to the realm of Computer Science (CS) which is a vast
but comparatively new domain of science [29]. While some authors challenge
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the scientific rigor of this discipline, its applications have had an undeniably
enormous impact on how the other branches of science are being practiced [29].
The discussion becomes more interesting as CS gets entangled with social
science. This area of research is known as Human Computer Interactions
(HCI), which is related to studies and experiments concerning how computer
and its applications are being interacted with, and affecting humans as well as
their surroundings which include both positive and negative aspects [67]. As a
result, it entails other research areas—the science of security [54] and privacy
engineering [49]. These research fields emerged from the necessity to tackle
threats from diverse adversaries, which are of course created by other people.
Here, a scientific pursuit for empiricism within this paradigm is rather obvious
because it deals with the most vulnerable and the most unpredictable node of
the system—human.

Our work remains within the intersection point of these disciplines: secu-
rity, privacy and human-computer interaction. Hence, this thesis addresses
three additional aspects (transparency, intervenability, and unlinkability) com-
pared to the science of security (confidentiality, integrity, and availability) [49].
Aligning with the related literature, the struggle to address a topic associated
with philosophically variable privacy-problem is evident in this thesis. It is also
challenging to address a subject that is evolving along with the advancement of
technology in an exponential pace.

3.1 Method Iteration
Figure 2 presents an overview of the structure and research procedure, which
includes five research phases (P1–P5). As these research phases are overlapping
on several occasions, their objectives to address research questions got entangled
with each other, for instance, P3 contributes in addressing both RQ1 and RQ2.
However, wemade an effort to isolate our research approaches for both research
questions.

Hence, we leaned onto the Scientific Method [31] and Design Science
Research Methodology (DSRM) for Information Systems [90]. Nonetheless,
some merged, selected subset and intermediate steps were defined and followed
throughout the whole process. Figure 5 shows the iterative research approach
to address RQ1 and RQ2. It considers the research phases (P1–P5) as nominal
processes for method iteration. Upon completion of the iterations, it commu-
nicates the contributions (C1–C5). A detail illustration of all contributions is
shown in Figure 6.

The iterative process has seven steps: (a) motivation, identifying problem,
research question formulation, (b) literature review, hypothesis formulation,
(c) model design, subordinate research method selection, (d) implementation,
prototyping, (e) experiment, survey, data collection, (f) data processing, data
analysis, and (g) evaluation, interpretation. Problem definition, specifying
research questions, and falsifiable hypothesis formulation had often constructed
from brain-storming sessions within the research group.

Once the hypothesis, problem and research questions are formulated, subor-
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Figure 5: Iterative process of research method that considers research phases
(P1–P5) as nominal process and communicates contributions (C1–C5).

dinate research method is used to carry out the next phases. DSRM defines four
types of research entry points (problem-centered, objective-centered, design
and development-centered, and client/context-centered), which put emphasis
on the research activity for that particular iteration of research process. Thus,
the iteration process can accommodate the research phase according to its
feasibility; for instance, design and development-centered approach yielded
model-based solutions to the research problems.

3.2 Methods Used in the Papers
Based on the design decision, the implementation phase addresses the necessity
of tools in order to facilitate later research activities. Hence in Paper I, II, VI, VII,
we followed the prototyping approach, which is widely used in the software
development process [12, 14]. We also adopted the prototyping approach as
an integral part of the experimentation phases. Prototypes were developed
as modular tools to provide necessary support for running the experiments.
It allowed us to evaluate the performance of an ongoing iterative process and
remove, or change modules if necessary. This is an intermediate step for the
experiment stage. Outcome of an ongoing experiment can be taken into
consideration for primary observation and evaluation. It helped to tune the
prototypes and experimental setup if required.

In Paper VI, our research also used the survey methodology, on which the
social science research relies to a great extent [47]. In this case, a laboratory-
bound user study was conducted for collecting and analyzing both quantitative
and qualitative data to support and contradict hypotheses. Post-survey and
post-experiment phases concentrated on data analyses, interpretation, and
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evaluation. We also performed statistical analyses to constitute interpretation in
Paper VI ; namely Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [71], Friedman test [24], Kruskal
Wallis test [65], and Mann-Whitney U test [81].

3.3 Limitations of Our Approach
Several limitations arise when investigating privacy aspects of smartphone apps.
First, our research is limited to the Android platform only. Hence, we abstain
from speculating about apps from other platforms, e.g., Apple’s iOS. However,
the result from our privacy policy analysis could be considered relevant for
the app providers to some extent.

Apart from the user studies, we cannot claim that the presented results
are ‘reproducible’ with respect to any given context, which is one of the
fundamental requirements in any branch of science. This is an unavoidable
limitation due to the ever-evolving nature of apps as well as of the platform
itself. Apps get regularly updated along with their privacy policies, leaving
static data snapshots outdated. Thus, it is a very difficult property to achieve
because of the challenges associated with retrieving the older versions of apps,
privacy policies, and various forks of the Android operating system to create a
similar test bed as well as identical data collection campaigns. However, we
have archived the corresponding data-sets that were used to produce results and
thus, the analyses could be run again. Repositories for the tools and archived
data are listed in Appendix A and in Appendix B, respectively.

4 Contributions
In this thesis, our journey includes designing models, developing tools, ex-
perimenting with apps in various contexts and longevity to identify privacy
risks, taking regulatory aspects into account to conceptualize privacy risks,
conducting user study to document empirical privacy preferences, and build-
ing prototypes to accommodate conditional consent into an access control
mechanism. The contributions of this thesis can be segmented into five areas
(C1–C5), as illustrated in Figure 6, and they are discussed below:

• C1—identified privacy risks from the Principle of Least Privilege (PoLP)
violation by the apps’ data access through permissions.
As shown in Paper I, granted privileges are accessed in a higher frequency
than perceived from interface. By varying the user interaction during the
data collection phases, we showed that apps were found to be exercising
the privileges that do not meet the requirement and expectation of
PoLP [102]. Aligning with the related works, this thesis highlights the
risks associated with resource access frequency.

• C2—models to conceptualize the privacy risks associated with Android apps’
data access patterns.
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Based on the concept of partial identities [23, 93], we analyze the infor-
mation gained through app permissions for the partial identity sets that
can get retrieved through the permissions. We describe a model for build-
ing partial identities from information accessible through permissions
on Android devices and an empirical study is presented indicating the
likelihood of partial identity extraction. Paper II and Paper V make an
effort to offer a better understanding of underlying risks by correlating
them with identity attributes.

• C3—documented apps’ permission usage behavior over a long period of time,
which offers understandings and insights about privacy implications.
We conducted long-term data collection campaigns to record empirical
data which supported the assumptions made in hypotheses. We con-
ceptualize the privacy risks by correlating them with the regulatory
framework in Paper III, IV, and Paper V. We also show that the apps’
data access patterns can be used in identification, and quantification of
regulatory impact assessment for the apps. From our empirical data
collection campaigns and analyses, both Paper IV and Paper V show
that General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) influenced the apps
to curb their privacy invasive behavior.

• C4—methods to conceptualize, to quantify, and to visualize privacy risks
through multi-sourced data analysis.
Besides analyzing apps’ corresponding manifest in the code (static analy-
sis) and documenting its run-time access patterns (dynamic analysis), we
investigated their privacy policies and user review available in the app
market. First, we pay attention to the privacy policy analysis of apps and
fulfillment of fundamental legal principles identified in Paper IV [83],
the extent to which the privacy policy texts of apps are correlated with
what developers request (in manifest) and what they do in reality (actual
permission usage). Second, crowd-sourced user reviews for apps are
an additional reference point for identifying privacy threats. It allows
us to take the individual’s privacy attitudes into account and map the
identified threats to the corresponding cases. We extracted app market
user feedback for the app set. We applied this additional information
to judge an apps’ privacy implications. A cumulative ranking of fitness
apps is presented in Paper III [52].

• C5—methods for communicating privacy risks to the user in both ex-post
and ex-ante scenarios.
This thesis addresses the challenge to communicate privacy risks to the
user in both ex-ante and ex-post scenarios. First, it introduces a potential
solution to the privacy problem concerning users’ dilemma about app
selection from millions. We also evaluate the feasibility of our proposed
solution through a user study. As documented in Paper VI, results
from this user study show that the mere presence of a privacy indicator
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in the interface can trigger statistically significant privacy-preserving
app-selection behavior. Second, we address the lack of intervenability
within the access control mechanism of Android through introducing a
plausible solution. Our proposed method could offer an interim stage
for the user to examine apps’ potential privacy implications. Thus,
it could communicate privacy risk in the ex-post scenario by adding
intervenability.

5 Summary of Included Papers
In this section, we present brief summaries of the included papers.

Paper I: How much Privilege does an App Need? Investigat-
ing Resource Usage of Android Apps
This paper addresses the first part of RQ1—identify privacy risks. In this work,
we hypothesized that apps exercise their granted privileges in a manner that
does not meet the requirement to ensure PoLP [103]. An experiment was
designed to measure apps’ resource access efforts and it was carried out in two
phases. In principle, access to such privacy sensitive data should be kept to a
minimum. In contrary, apps were found to be utilizing their granted privileges
frequently, even without interaction from the user. Hence, we validate the
hypothesis through inspecting the privilege utilization patterns of apps installed
on Android devices.

Paper II: Derived Partial Identities Generated from App Per-
missions
This paper makes an effort to conceptualize privacy risks (RQ1), and presents
a model of partial identities derived from app permissions that is based on
Pfitzmann and Hansen’s terminology for privacy [93]. The article first shows
how app permissions can contribute to the accumulation of identity attributes
for partial digital identities by building a model for identity attribute retrieval
through permissions. Then, it presents an experimental survey of partial
identity access for selected app groups. By applying the identity attribute
retrieval model on the permission access log from the experiment, we show
how apps’ permission usage is providing to identity profiling.

Paper III: AMultilateral Privacy Impact Analysis Method for
Android Apps
This paper addresses all the three aspects of RQ1—identify, measure, and
conceptualize privacy risks. Here, we focused on comparing data from dif-
ferent sources and from different locations. So, instead of a single-sourced
app behavior analysis, a multi-perspective analysis was performed. First, apps’
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static (app-code) and dynamic (run-time permission access patterns) behavior
analyses were done at Karlstad University. Second, apps’ privacy policy and
corresponding user-review analyses were performed at the Goethe University
Frankfurt. Finally, a cumulative score was generated to indicate each apps’
privacy-friendliness. We applied this method on the top ten fitness apps and
ranked them accordingly in order to demonstrate feasibility.

Paper IV: Did App Privacy Improve after the GDPR?
This paper addresses the measurement and conceptualizing issues of RQ1, and
presents an analysis of app behavior before and after the regulatory change
in data protection in Europe. Based on long-term data collection, we present
differences in app permission use and expressed user concerns, and discuss their
implications. One should expect to find changes in code, program behavior
and data collection activities. To investigate this expectation, we analyzed data
about Android apps’ request and use of permissions to access sensitive group
of data on smartphones, and collected user reviews. Our data shows an overall
reduction of both permissions used and of expressed user concern. However,
in some areas apps have increased access or user complaints while in addition,
many apps carry with them several unused access privileges.

Paper V: App-generated Digital Identities Extracted through
Android Permission-based Data Access—A Survey of App Pri-
vacy
This paper also addresses the measurement and conceptualizing issues of RQ1,
and presents a renewed version of the model for partial identities derived from
app permissions (first introduced in Paper II ) that is based on Pfitzmann and
Hansen’s terminology for privacy [93]. This model also refers to identifiability
through access to personal data protected by the Android access control mecha-
nism called permissions. We populate partial identities with attributes related to
permission-protected personal data, and then show how apps accumulate such
attributes in a longitudinal study that was carried out over several months. We
isolated the data from months before and months after the regulatory (GDPR)
change came into effect. Our data visualization shows changes in apps’ interest
towards identity attributes.

Paper VI: Nudging the User with Privacy Indicator: A Study
on the App Selection Behavior of the User
As described in Section 1.1 and shown in Figure 1, RQ2 is concerned about
communicating privacy risks in two scenarios: ex-ante and ex-post. This paper
addresses the ex-ante scenario and presents a lab study on user behavior, decision
making, and perception about privacy concern while selecting apps. An app
store demo was presented to the user with a minor modification—a privacy
indicator for each app. After carrying out several tasks using this modified
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mobile interface, participants were interviewed to document reasons behind
their decisions, thought process, and perception regarding individual privacy.
A total of 82 adults volunteered under the pretext of a usability study. A
statistically significant influence of the privacy indicator on their app selection
behavior was observed, although this influence decreased in case of familiar
apps. By varying the degrees of participatory background information, we
show that impact of a privacy indicator on app selection behavior has statistical
significance and such privacy-preserving behavior can be invoked by mere
presence of the indicator.

Paper VII: Accept - Maybe - Decline: Introducing Partial
Consent for the Permission-based Access Control Model of
Android
This paper addresses the ex-post scenario to communicate privacy risks (RQ2),
and inspects the feasibility of partial consent to access permissions in Android.
Currently, the user is only able to grant the permission with indefinite validity
and has binary options to do so—Accept or Decline. We propose a third
option—Maybe, which could potentially enable the user to grant the requested
rights with limitations, i.e., for a certain amount of time (hours/days), or
number of accesses to system resources. Upon expiration of partially given
consent, the user could review the app’s performance in terms of privacy
preserving attributes and proceed to grant or revoke consent with further
extended validity. This paper presents a prototype implementation, and also
addresses technical, regulatory, social, individual, and economic perspectives
for inclusion of partial consent within an access control mechanism.

6 Concluding Remarks and Outlook
As an evolving technology, Android had been criticized for its flaws and many
of them were addressed along with the evolution of the whole platform. One
of the most discussed criticism was about mandatory acceptance of all the
permissions presented before installing an app. The introduction of run-time
permission-granting mechanism made significant improvement for the access
control model. It certainly eased the dilemma by eliminating accept, or leave
situation for the user, but privacy concerns persist due to opaque usage of
privileges by the apps. Moreover, communicating privacy risks to the user
remains challenging due to the very nature of privacy—it is variable in many
possible dimensions.

This thesis addresses problems that are invisible to many mobile phone
users and have the potential to cause psychological and/or social harm to them.
Though a lot of research effort has already been given to draw the line between
benign and malicious behavior of apps, the existence and the perimeter of gray
area for good, or bad behavior are rather undefined. This thesis hypothetically
considers the user data as currency, assumes that the apps are overpriced in
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terms of personal data access, builds tools to run experiments, and shows that
the phenomena exist. Then it addresses the problem with models, methods,
and tools to conceptualize privacy-risks. Furthermore, it makes an effort
to communicate the risks during two crucial use cases: (i) ex-ante: prior to
choosing an app from the app store which could potentially aid the user in
selecting privacy-friendly apps, and (ii) ex-post: offering an indecisive stage for
consent that could empower the user with transparency and intervenability
against privacy implications from apps’ covert data access.

We argue that giving away white-card privilege to apps is similar to leaving
a water-tap open. We also discuss that the users have poor means to assess the
amount of personal information already transmitted/consumed by apps and to
re-evaluate their earlier decisions. As the modern economy already monetizes
user data, personal data/resource consumption of apps needs to be considered
within the decision-making process of the end-user. This thesis presents research
that could potentially accommodate such consideration within the ecosystem
of apps.

For future endeavor, we possess keen interest in continuing research to
introduce, to develop, and to evaluate privacy-enhancing technologies. Two
immediate steps could be mentioned in this regard: (i) construction of a com-
prehensive method would address the issue on generating a cumulative privacy
score that could be used in the app store, and (ii) carrying out a user study
and a prototype development project to identify the feasibility, necessity, and
technical requirements for accommodating partial consent within the access
control mechanism of an operating system. The second one is being planned
to commence in the near future.
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Appendices
A Appendix: Repositories
1. KAUdroid Server: https://git.cs.kau.se/nurumome/kaudroid-server

2. Prototype app: https://git.cs.kau.se/nurumome/prototypeApp

3. Log analysis tool: https://git.cs.kau.se/nurumome/static-log-analysis

B Appendix: Tools and Data archives
1. Dynamic app-behavior visualizer: http://193.10.227.39:1337/categories

2. Visualization tool from Student Project II [114]: https://git.cs.kau.
se/nurumome/kaudroid

3. Data-set containing apps’ permission access logs: https://git.cs.kau.
se/nurumome/kaudroid-databackup-logs

4. Data-set containing apps’ privacy-policies: https://git.cs.kau.se/nurumome/
kaudroid-databackup-policydocs

5. Data-set containing user-reviews: https://git.cs.kau.se/nurumome/
kau-frankfurt

In case of difficulties about accessing the tools and repositories, please contact
the author, or the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Karlstad
University.
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